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Every office manager knows that you must have the little motivational factors that keep your workers
excited to be in your office and part of your team. You simply have to offer these all year round
because sometimes a day at the office is made even more fulfilling not by the paycheck at the end
of the month but by the steaming cup of hot coffee on the desk.

This caffeinated drink is ranking top on the charts over gift holidays and team building excursions.
Having coffee in the office has quickly evolved from the nice drink in the break room to the deal
breaker in determining how attached workers will be to the office. It is not just any other cup but it
may be what determines your bottom line at the end of the year.

Surveys indicate that more adults are consuming coffee with preference towards the dark roasted
coffee with no compromise on quality. A greater percentage of this consumption occurs in the office
so ensure that your office gets this right. Everyone will be dashing to arrive early in the office just to
be the first to get taste of the well-brewed coffee. What a perfect way to get rid of tardiness.

Given that in mind, having the correct coffee supplier who meets the demands in your office is an
investment that you are sure will give you the desired turnover. Move away from the conventional
coffee pot in the break room and get more sophisticated machine that suit the demands of everyone
no matter how different they may be. Coffee has to be served hot and brewed just right and in time.
Bitter coffee should not exist in your office vocabulary.

Getting your coffee right is getting the right supplier for your office. You do not want the one time
installation job; it may seem cheap at first but it cost you in the end when you have to fix a broken
coffee pot yourself or you have a bunch of irritant workers because they have to go to the nearest
corner to get coffee. Your coffee supplier on top of dealing with the installations should be able to
provide you with a coffee manager.

Yes, coffee does need high levels of management from getting a program that synchronizes with
your office schedule ensuring you have coffee every morning and in every meeting. A broken
machine should be fixed in no less than a day to avoid inconveniences and maintenance visits are
part of the package. A maintenance visit checks on the condition of your pot, updates any changes
in the program and replenishes supplies. Get yourself one of those sleek machines that do not limit
choice of coffee but get each person their individualized cup.

In your search for the perfect coffee supplier, find out what kind of package they offer and get
reviews from other customers to check out their delivery record. Do not get easily swayed with the
top-notch marketing and end up with worthless delivery. Words and actions have to match. Get one
that suits your needs and most will have different packages for a small medium or large office.
Above all, as you make your choice remember, it has a say in your turnover!
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Egil - About Author:
For our office we tried several coffee beans and suppliers. It can be hard finding a good a coffee
supplier in Melbourne that is a good price with a quality product. Map Coffee use great blends from
weaker beans to much stronger espresso type blends that we enjoy here.
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